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'Corruption in 20th Century Records'  

Michael Moss 

There is a paradox in the practice of archivists who collaborate with oppressive 

regimes, as the records that are painstakingly retained as a means of subjugation and 

in the worst examples mass killing are the very records that are used subsequently to 

bring the guilty to trial.  The paradox exposes the tension between the fiduciary 

(trustee function) of the archive and the stance that archivists and for that matter 

records managers should adopt in addressing abuses, as they see them, of power.  

This essay explores this tension from different perspectives, but particularly from that 

of the audit culture which has become a feature of western democracies in the drive 

for ‘modernization’ and so-called transparency and accountability.  The events 

surrounding the war in Iraq and the financial crisis have exposed the weaknesses of 

these agendas and focussed attention on the keeping of effective records, protected by 

the rule of law, that will allow citizens to call government to account.  The essays 

ends by questioning why the archival voice is rarely heard in these debates. 

The twentieth century has left a bloody imprint on the pages of history, the Nazi’s 

holocaust killed 6 million Jews and 11 million others, in the Holodomo or famine of 

1932-33 Stalin killed between 10 and 15 million people and as we now know thanks 

to Frank Dikötter’s work Chairman Mao systematically killed 45 million people.  

Such figures are unimaginable; but where is the evidence of these appalling atrocities, 

but in the archives (2010).  As the newspaper The Independent reported when 

Dikötterr’s book, Mao's Great Famine, was published earlier this year: 

The Story of China's Most Devastating Catastrophe, reveals that while this is a 

part of history that has been "quite forgotten" in the official memory of the 

People's Republic of China, there was a "staggering degree of violence" that 

was, remarkably, carefully catalogued in Public Security Bureau reports, 

which featured among the provincial archives he studied. In them, he found 

that the members of the rural farming communities were seen by the Party 

merely as "digits", or a faceless workforce. For those who committed any acts 

of disobedience, however minor, the punishments were huge (Akbar 2010). 

The scrupulous recording of such atrocities that scar the pages of twentieth century 

history places Hilary Jenkinson’s aphorism about the sanctity of the archive in a far 

from neutral light (1980, 258) and begins to make sense of Derrida’s concept of the 

archive as a site of power (1998, 4)..  In that remarkable novel Austerlitz W G Sebald 

reminds us of the meticulous record keeping that was and is involved in premeditated 

mass killing: 

this comprehensive system of internment and forced labour which, in 

Theresienstadt as elsewhere , was ultimately directed . . . solely at the 

extinction of life and was built on an organizational plan regulating all 

functions and responsibilities . . . with crazed administrative zeal . . . – this 

system had to be constantly supervised and statistically accounted for, 

particularly with respect to the total number of inmates of the ghetto, an 

uncommonly time-consuming business going far beyond civilian 

requirements . . .(2001, 279-280). 
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Even if those who kept the records claimed they were only following orders, the 

Nürmberg trials established that was no excuse.  German archivists and no doubt 

Russian and Chinese archivists knew what they were doing.  As early as 1933 Ernest 

Weise, a local state archivist, was able to declare: 

The initial aversion of the German archivist against engaging in political 

matters has waned. As the keeper of the legal codes of the state and the nation, 

he has become the herald of the national cause. [...] Because Germandom 

(Volkstum) and the spirit of the state and the decisive will for ethnic (volkisch) 

survival have to be kept alive, the German archivists are fully behind the new 

Germany of January 30
th

 [1933]. In the spirit of the Third Reich, they work 

with the Volk for the Volk (Musial 1996, 31). 

Ernst Zipfel, a convinced National Socialist and the general director of the Prussian 

Archival Administration in, was concerned about the destruction of Jewish records on 

Kristallnacht in September 1938 as much because it inhibited the task of identifying 

people of Jewish descent as for the loss of German cultural artefacts (Eckert 2007, 

227-228). 

This state of affairs troubles Heather MacNeil, who has recently dignified it as the 

‘archival paradox’, since for all their complicity the archivists, who painstakingly 

preserved the records of such horrendous crimes against humanity, provided in their 

custody the records that allowed those responsible either to be brought to justice in the 

courts of law or, as in most cases, in the court of history (MacNeil 2011, #).  As long 

ago as 1867 Jules Michelet described this process almost mystically his entrance into 

the ‘catacombs of manuscripts, this wonderful necropolis of national monuments’, 

where he detected, ‘in the midst of the apparent silence of the galleries, a movement 

and a murmur which were not those of death. These papers and parchments, so long 

deserted, desired no better than to be restored to the light of day. These papers are not 

just papers, but lives of men, of provinces, and of nations…and as I breathed on the 

dust, I saw them rise up. They rose from the sepulchre  , one the hand, the other the 

head, as in the Last Judgment of Michelangelo or in the Dance of Death’ (quoted in 

Kippur 1981, 49-50).  It is deeply perplexing as to why such records should have been 

placed in the archives and preserved, however much they were needed to oil the 

wheels of repressive regimes.  Would not the natural reaction be to get rid of them in 

the way that the Stasi tried and failed to do at the eleventh hour? (BStU)  Perhaps they 

did indeed believe that they would never been found out and the ends always justify 

the means.  If Hitler, Stalin or Mao had had an audit and risk management committee, 

the incriminating records laden with contingent liability, not to mention the blood of 

victims, would not have survived (Power 2004 and 2007).  Although there can be no 

comparison between crimes against humanity on such a scale and the day-to-day work 

of the majority of records managers and archivists, there are persistent ethical 

dilemmas that contributes to the corruption of the archives, which we will come to. 

Take, for example, the extraordinary furore about the use of the Sun Mad Raisin 

poster on the cover of the fall issue of the American Archivist in 2003, with the 

caption ‘Sun Mad Raisins, unnaturally grown with insecticides, miticides, herbicides, 

fungicides’. This illustration, as ‘About the cover’ on the inside page explained, 

accompanied an article by Susan Tschabrun, ‘Off the wall and into a drawer: 

managing a research collection of political posters’ (2003). The poster was created by 

Ester Hernandez, the child of a Californian farm worker, ‘to express her outrage at the 
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dangers farm workers in the central San Joaquin Valley of California faced growing 

grapes for the raisin industry’.  The leading artist of the Chicano civil rights 

movement, Hernandez has expressed her outrage eloquently: 

I focused on something personal, the Sun Maid box,’ she said. ‘Slowly I began 

to realize,’ she continued, ‘how to transform the Sun Maid and unmask the 

truth behind the wholesome figures of agribusiness. Sun Mad evolved out of 

my anger and my fear of what would happen to my family, my community, 

and to myself’ (Heyman 1998).  

The poster is well-known and she uses it on her own home page to illustrate her 

oeuvre (Hernandez 2011). This makes the furious reaction of the US business 

archives community to its use all the more surprising. The fall issue of the next 

volume of the American Archivist contained a letter from eight prominent business 

archivists complaining about ‘the negative depiction of a corporation’, suggesting that 

it presented ‘an unnecessary legal risk for the Society’, and ‘most importantly, the 

published cover sends all of the wrong messages to managers who already view the 

preservation of historical records as tangential to contemporary business practice’  

They coined the pointed phrase 'The Raisins of Wrath' to describe its effect. (Mooney 

et al 2004, 152-3).  Would they had read Ernest Weise’s declaration of 1933 before 

they put pen to paper.  Mark Greene, the director of the American Heritage Center at 

the University of Wyoming, joined the protest, accusing the editor of the journal of 

placing ‘sensationalism and circulation above all other priorities’ (Greene 2004, 153).  

In the spring/summer 2005 issue, Richard Cox of the University of Pittsburgh 

responded to these criticisms by posing a number of questions: 

Is the mission of a corporate archives only to make the organization look good 

or to serve a public relations purpose?  What about the values of records and 

their management for purposes such as legal compliance, evidence of 

activities, and accountability?  If a company found such negative documents 

and artefacts in their possession as the political poster used on the journal 

cover, would it destroy or bury the objects? 

He argued that ‘it would be useful to have some scholarly and professional writing 

exploring the purpose of corporate archives and the activities of other institutions 

collecting the records of corporations, adding to a topic in the literature that is a bit 

threadbare’. He added as a rider: ‘What intrigues me is how the individual functioning 

as an archivist or records manager can work in the corporate environment in any 

realistic way, adhering to any sense of professional ethics or mission’(Cox 2005, 8-

11).  What Cox was complaining about was the silencing of voices in the archive, 

rather than the paradox of keeping them in suspended animation so they can be heard 

again to redress grievances.  The premeditated destruction by Stalin of the 

manuscripts of the literary figures he killed is explored by Travis Holland in his 

moving novel The Archivist’s Story and the extraordinary courage it takes to resist 

(Holland 2007).  From both perspectives it is the relationship between the creators and 

keepers of records that became increasingly complex and confused during the 

twentieth century, partly as a result of developments in technology, a cultural shift 

and, perhaps more importantly, the encroaching environment of compliance and its 

handmaids audit, risk management and governance.  These developments have an 

insidious and corrupting effect on the archives that go beyond the familiar 

falsification of documents that has long antecedents, even if new technologies has 
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made it easier, such as the Zinoviev letter of 1924 (Chester et al. 1968) and Stalin’s 

retouched photograph to remove Nikolai Yezhov (Jansen et al. 2002). 

Although the promulgation of documents intended to disguise more then they reveal 

has an equally long pedigree, framing such documents to comply with statutory 

regulations dates from the nineteenth century when the state began to regulate the 

economy, society and individual lives much more directly than ever before.  Since 

regulation is enforced through audits, all regulations have record keeping 

requirements (Power 2004 and 2007).  Civil registration of life events was introduced 

throughout Europe and the fiscal burden shifted away from indirect to a more 

progressive direct taxation.  Even in these interactions, which at first sight may seem 

straightforward, the process was diachronic in that both requirements and content 

changed over time as we all know.  An action, for example to avoid inheritance tax, 

which might be considered legitimate at one time, would at another be considered 

illegal.  Records were and are often created to negotiate the boundary between the 

legitimate and illegitimate.  In the 1920s the published balance sheets of the 

companies, which made up Lord Kylsant’s sprawling Royal Mail Group, were put 

together intentionally to hide the fact that the group was held together by a web of 

cross-shareholdings and that the reserves entered on the liabilities side of the balance 

sheets were not supported by assets which could be readily realised in times of crisis.  

Although compliant with existing legislation, when taken together they raised ethical 

questions, which were similar to those we have already encountered.  These were 

considered at Lord Kylsant’s trial in 1931 when he was found guilty of issuing a false 

prospectus; but not of publishing false accounts (Green and Moss 1982).  The 

loopholes he exploited were eventually addressed in the 1947 Companies Act that 

required groups, such as Royal Mail, to consolidate their accounts.  Regulation is 

invariably retrospective and a reaction to past abuses; designed to close the door after 

the horse has bolted.  The Sarbanes Oxley Act of 2001 in the United States was a 

response to the failures of Enron, Tyco International, Adelphia, Peregrine Systems 

and Worldcom.  Although most regulations have penalties for non-compliance; if the 

penalties are low and the costs are high then organizations may quite properly take the 

view to accept the risk of non-compliance.  Risk management has become a guiding 

management principle in both the public and private sector over the last twenty years 

with a burgeoning literature (Power 2004 and 2007). 

Although ostensibly regulation should make for better and more accurate record 

keeping, there are attendant threats to the archive in placing the management of 

information within the context of risk.  Mike Power warns that it has led to an 

explosion in ‘defensive reporting’: ‘The net effect will be to dramatically reduce the 

usefulness of the regulations, because authorities may be so overwhelmed with 

information that they are unable to process it effectively’.  Defensive reporting 

inevitably devalues the resulting record.  Mike Power uses the example of job 

references: 

Assume that, a bit like auditors, I have a statutory duty to give employment 

references for my students. As the perceived risks of litigation resulting from 

the giving of such references goes up, the content will tend to be restricted to 

factual data capable of clear verification; no opinion will be offered. As this 

practice takes hold, the value of references for information purposes will go 

down and will be sought for formal reasons (to defend a decision to employ 

taken on other grounds) or not sought at all Power 2004, 46). 
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Just like Lord Kylsant’s balance sheets such references are designed to disguise as 

much as they reveal.  We can all think of many other examples of such practices, 

which in the public sector have been compounded by the threat of being exposed 

through FoI requests, as we shall see.  In Power’s view ‘The consequences of 

defensive record-keeping for professional judgement are potentially catastrophic’ – 

‘Despite bold claims for the value-adding potential of risk management, the deeper 

logic is that of compliance, bordering on paranoia and hyper-defensiveness’ (Power 

2004, 47).  This may not be corruption in the sense of real deception with the 

intention to defraud; but its effects can be, perhaps, even more deceptive and 

pervasive. 

The explosion in defensive reporting has been accompanied by an equivalent 

explosion in what we might call offensive reporting within the so-called audit culture 

where the way things ought to be is translated by sleight of hand in to the way they 

are (Strathern 2004).  Tony Blair’s New Labour government used such an approach 

relentlessly, which Michael Barber, who had oversight of many such initiatives, 

termed ‘deliverology’.  What happened was that those, who had been charged to meet 

targets that were to be measured by outcomes or deliverables, subtly manipulated 

their processes to achieve the expected results without any underlying improvement in 

services (Barber 2007).  As Daniel Miller observed as long ago as 1998: ‘The paradox 

is that, while consumption is the pivot upon which these developments in history spin, 

the concern is not the costs and benefits of actual consumers, but of what we might 

call virtual consumers, which are generated by management theory and models’ (204-

5).  As the anthropologist, Marilyn Strathern, perceptively observed: ‘Audit enrols 

various social mechanisms which confirm its internal efficacy. For instance, it can 

evaluate the results of social processes without having to deal with the processes 

themselves. One can get straight to the end-result to the extent that it is possible to 

bypass these other processes’ (Strathern 2004).  Consequently more patients are 

treated, more trains run on time, more prisoners do not re-offend, and more children 

pass more exams, even if none of these things happen in reality.  This was to lead not 

just to abuse; but also to tragedy, as for example at the North Staffordshire Hospital or 

the Baby P case in Haringey.  From the archivists perspective the resulting records are 

simply abstractions with no clear reference to what might have happened.  They 

emphatically do not record the ‘lives of men, of provinces, and of nations’, even if 

they may serve to expose a cynical deception of the electorate (Kippur 1981). 

These developments lead Onora O’Neill, the moral philosopher, to warn at a recent 

conference on the financial crisis against ‘the siren voices calling for better record-

keeping’; because the question is fundamentally ethical and about standards of 

behaviour (O’Neill 2010).  In their evidence to the Iraq Inquiry in January 2011, both 

Andrew Turnbull and Richard Wilson, former Cabinet secretaries, focussed on the 

conduct of government business and the nature, as they see it, of collective 

responsibility, which was diametrically opposed to that of Tony Blair and the New 

Labour project’s assault on the ‘mandarin class’.  They contrasted the Prime 

Minister’s autocratic style with that of decision making in the private sector, which is 

governed by very strict rules, many of New Labour’s making.  Richard Wilson 

commented in a response to a question on this topic: ‘Your finger is absolutely on one 

of the central and interesting points, if I may suggest it, of your Inquiry’ (80); while 

Andrew Turnbull observed: ‘Now this is again an area where in corporate governance 

terms the public sector is light years behind’ (42).  Turnbull amplified this comment 

by discussing the way in which Alastair Campbell, Tony Blair’s press secretary, 
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capriciously leaked information: ‘If I have information to release I will try to use it to 

the maximum effect and I will try to find a sympathetic outlet and I will give it to 

them first and I will deny information to people who aren't sympathetic to me’ (42).  

Such an attitude to the press when combined with an audit culture can easily become 

coercive, if the intention is to undermine those who are either thought to be 

uncooperative or who have not met their targets (Shore and Wright 2000). 

There is an intriguing parallel here between the deliverology agenda and the financial 

services sector, as the Edinburgh sociologist Donald Mackenzie has pointed out: 

All financial securities are ‘virtual’ in the sense that their value lies not in their 

physical substance as paper certificates or entries in an electronic database but 

in the claims on future states of the world that they embody: rights to 

dividends from a corporation, to interest payments from a government, and so 

on. A derivative of such a security is thus an entity that derives its value from 

what is already an abstract claim, and so the development of derivatives 

markets can be seen as a further stage of the abstraction of monetary forms 

(Mackenzie 2009, 64-5) 

Paul Torday describes in his witty novel The Hopeless Life of Charlie Summers  the 

contrast between the lives of Charlie Summers, a deadbeat petty fraudster, alongside 

that of a retired army Major Eck Chetwode-Talbot, who was hired by his school 

friend Bilbo Mountwilliam to sell stakes in his hedge fund, in effect a ponzi scheme.  

Charlie Summers for all his hopelessness knew what he was up to; while Eck 

Chetwode-Talbot, although he liked his fat salary, had no idea what the fancy 

derivatives were he was persuading his friends to buy and which could potentially 

ruin them.  Bilbo, however, knew only too well (2010).  Neither O’Neill nor 

Mackenzie nor Torday have an answer to these moral dilemmas; except that all the 

record keeping in the world will not provide a solution.  Although in a recent 

interview O’Neill advised the coalition government ‘separate entirely the question of 

how they are going to hold these [public] institutions which the taxpayers fund to 

account, and how they are going to ensure that these institutions do a good job for 

those whom they’re meant to serve’ (O’Neill 2011).  A final irony in The Hopeless 

Life of Charlie Summers (not the final irony which I will not tell you) is that Bilbo 

deletes all the records of his ponzi scheme before he disappears with, it is hinted, a 

little help from friends in the security services.  This does not mean to say that record 

keepers and archivists do not have a role to play in resolving these ethical concerns.  

They do, as much of the evidence to the Iraq Inquiry suggests. 

Abstraction and aggregation has always been a feature of record keeping.  It is how 

bureaucracies work.  Kings and Queens need to know how much they have to spend 

and how much they have spent in just the same as George Osbourne, the coalition 

Chancellor of the Exchequer, has been explaining repeatedly since the election.  

Abstraction can often be virtual to describe or account for things that either no longer 

exist or do not exist in any real sense as tangible objects.  Constables in the Middle 

Ages had at times to account for castles that had lost to the enemy and only existed in 

their mind’s eye.  Double entry book-keeping depends to some extent on the virtual.  

Concepts, such as profits, assets, reserves and goodwill, are intangible until they come 

to be realized.  Social classifications used to summarise the census are arbitrary and 

consequently are in some senses virtual.  What is different about the virtual worlds of 

the audit culture and the financial markets is that they are enabled by ICT that makes 
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it much easier to generate virtual abstractions of increasing complexity where 

appearance consistently triumphs over reality.  This has come about not least because 

of a lack of attention to content and voices that question the appropriateness of the use 

of data in generating abstractions.  This is what O’Neill, Strathern and Mackenzie 

from their different perspectives are on about.  What is puzzling is that in this debate 

records managers and archivists for the most part remain silent, even when they must 

be aware how this state of affairs has come about. 

The widespread introduction of ICT into the office from the 1950s and especially the 

PC from the 1970s led to the almost total collapse of established record-keeping 

systems (Moss 2011).  In accounting systems transactions were and are aggregated 

and disaggregated as required and, as result, records familiar in the analogue world, 

such as ledger entries, balance sheets and profit and loss accounts, only exist virtually.  

Managers began to type and distribute their own letters and later emails with little 

attention to filing, even where documents found their way into document management 

systems the file like the ledger entry only exist virtually, if it exists at all.  This 

process encouraged the collapse of the back office into the front office with all the 

attendant risks.  This was fashionably referred to as leveraging back office assets into 

the front office and appealed to those who were attracted by concepts of competitive 

advantage and the modernization of government.
1
  Records managers and archivists 

were slow to respond to these threats and did little to defend process built up over 

hundreds of years, which both served to protect the contents of the records and 

mitigate its abuse.  They have only themselves to blame.  Much of the records 

management and archival literature is self-referential and fails to locate either records 

management or archives in a wider context, particularly that of governance.  

Consequently records managers and archivists have few allies and those they had in 

the scholarly community were lost just at the time these corrupting influences were 

gathering pace.  It is only now in the wake of the declaration of war on Iraq and the 

financial crisis that the spotlight has been focussed on what has been happening to 

record keeping; not on the whole by archivists and records managers but by much 

sterner critics, such as the late Lord Bingham and the three former secretaries of the 

Cabinet (Bingham 2010). This is a sorry state of affairs. 

If records managers and archivists truly believe that effective record keeping is 

essential to preserve our freedoms in liberal democracies and allow those in positions 

of responsibility to be called to account then their professional literature needs to 

reflect these concerns.  This is hotly contested territory.  On Monday 18 October 2010 

Jonathan Powell, Tony Blair’s chief of staff, was interviewed on the BBC’s 

Newsnight programme by Jeremy Paxman about his book, published that day, The 

New Machiavelli –a title he stole from H G Wells’s novel published in 1911 (Powell 

2010, Wells 1911).  Powell, who admitted to the Hutton Inquiry, he kept few minutes 

only bullet points (Hutton 18 August 2003 paras 94 and 95), was unrepentant, even 

when challenged in the interview by Robin Butler, who stated that in his investigation 

of the evidence for the existence of weapons of mass destruction there some excellent 

papers, prepared by civil servants, which were never tabled at meetings of the cabinet, 

which was only treated to power point presentations.  The argument was effectively 

                                                 
1
 See for example ‘Leveraging high-performance computing and Web services for straight-through 

processing’ in which it is claimed the ‘concept of the back office goes away’ available at 

http://www.microsoft.com/industry/financialservices/capitalmarkets/businessvalue/highperformarticle.

mspx 

http://www.microsoft.com/industry/financialservices/capitalmarkets/businessvalue/highperformarticle.mspx
http://www.microsoft.com/industry/financialservices/capitalmarkets/businessvalue/highperformarticle.mspx
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between an autocratic presidential style of government, without any checks and 

balances, such as congressional committees, and cabinet government with its principle 

of collective responsibility.  At a day-today level, as Wilson and Turnbull have 

explained to the Chilcot Inquiry, it extends to the whole way in which business is 

conducted, decisions taken and recorded.  Although the records manager and archivist 

can do little to influence the conduct of the Cabinet Office, they have their role to play 

in providing the tools in an electronic environment that enable records to be created 

unambiguously and with a secure audit trail.  This is a challenging agenda with no 

easy solution.  As Andrew Turnbull observed in his evidence to the 30year review: ‘A 

particular problem was with e-mail. With a flurry of e-mails going backwards and 

forwards it was difficult to authenticate an audit’ (Turnbull 2008, 3). 

If we return to Ernest Weise’s statement about the function of the archivist in the 

national socialist state where I began, there is a paradox here that may help explain 

Heather MacNeil’s concerns: 

The initial aversion of the German archivist against engaging in political 

matters has waned. As the keeper of the legal codes of the state and the nation, 

he has become the herald of the national cause. [...] Because Germandom 

(Volkstum) and the spirit of the state and the decisive will for ethnic (volkisch) 

survival have to be kept alive, the German archivists are fully behind the new 

Germany of January 30
th

 [1933]. In the spirit of the Third Reich, they work 

with the Volk for the Volk. 

The paradox is the tension between the fiduciary (trustee function) of the archive and 

the stance that archivists and for that matter records managers should adopt in 

addressing abuses, as they see them, of power.  H G Wells in his novel recounts a 

discussion at dinner of the siege of the legations in China in 1900, as unnoticed by the 

diners the neighbouring house is engulfed in flames - ‘This is recorded history’, said 

Wilkins [a novelist], ‘practically. It makes one wonder about unrecorded history’ 

(Wells 1911, 217).  This is what concerns us here.  Ironically the theme of Wells’s 

novel is the impossibility of presidential or princely government in the twentieth 

century: 

But the days of the Prince who planned and directed and was the source and 

centre of all power are ended. We are in a condition of affairs infinitely more 

complex, in which every prince and statesman is something of a servant and 

every intelligent human being something of a Prince (Wells 1911, 12). 

Although Wells’s optimism was to prove misplaced in the short term, this is at the 

heart of the profound disagreement between Powell and Butler and his successors as 

Cabinet Secretaries, one that should concern us.  In the interview Butler used the word 

‘fatal mistake’ to go to war, before he quickly corrected himself and said ‘fateful 

decision’.  Tom Bingham in his excellent last testament The Rule of Law was in no 

doubt that the declaration of war was illegal: 

The moment that a state treats the rule of international law as binding on 

others, but not on itself, the compact on which the law rests is broken.  ‘It is’, 

as has been said, the difference between the role of world policeman and 

world vigilante (Bingham 2010, 124). 

Within this debate our concern must surely be about what is ‘recorded and 

unrecorded’ at two levels both at the time – no more bullet points, and what 
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eventually finds its way into the archive.  The one, of course, cannot happen without 

the other.  The report An End to Sofa Government published by a Conservative think 

tank chaired by Ken Clarke, now the Lord Chancellor in the coalition government, 

has already addressed this issue:  

The first and most obvious requirement is that there must be adequate 

documentation. It must be an absolutely basic feature of government that all 

significant matters put to Cabinet or its Committees must be the subject of a 

Cabinet paper, except in the greatest emergency (Gough 2007, 5). 

Tellingly Robin Butler was a member of the task force that drew up the report and 

gave advice on a non-party basis.  This recommendation is complicated by FoI 

legislation that Tony Blair has admitted was a mistake: 

You idiot. You naive, foolish, irresponsible nincompoop.  There is really no 

description of stupidity, no matter how vivid, that is adequate. I quake at the 

imbecility of it (Blair 2010, 516). 

That is a point of view; but is no excuse for inadequate documentation.  In a recent 

lecture on disclosure to the Friends of the National Archive, Jonathan Sumption QC 

said he had asked senior civil servant friends, who had recently retired, about their 

record-keeping practices. 

With one exception, every one of them admitted to having omitted significant 

information from internal documents, which in earlier times would have been 

included, and to having communicated them informally instead, so that they 

would not be recorded in writing (Sumption 2010). 

This does not accord entirely with evidence from the Cabinet Office which suggests 

that senior civil servants still wish some trace of their achievements to be left ‘on the 

record’, and where there is a policy commitment to capture and maintain an adequate 

record.  With one or two exceptions, the lack of a significant archival response to this 

insidious corruption of the archive is cause for concern.  It is as if they are aware of 

the politicization of what they do and what they care for, without the courage to 

defend the fiduciary nature of the role of the archive in a democratic society.  The 

Lord President of the Supreme Court, Nick Philips, made his anxieties about 

ministerial interference in the funding and work of the court very clear in a speech on 

9 February 2011.  Archivists may not be able to threaten the executive with the terrors 

of the law, but they can shelter behind them and trust they will be supported by those 

who do. 
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